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Over 3 years of experience as Construction Wire man responsible for providing
electrical Construction and Maintenance Services. Completing electrical
installations with safety regulations.
MARCH 2012 – SEPTEMBER 2012

CONSTRUCTION WIREMAN - ABC CORPORATION











Placed conduit, pipes, or tubing, inside designated partitions, walls, or other
concealed areas, and pull insulated wires or cables through the conduit to
complete circuits between boxes.
Planed new or modified installations to minimize waste of materials, provide
access for future maintenance, and avoid unsightly, hazardous, and unreliable
wiring, consistent with specifications and local electrical codes. Installs system
components and wiring in compliance with the NEC and NFPA.
Planned and prepared regularly required quality assurance inspections,
exceeding goals and expectations.
Planned layout installs, and repair wiring, electrical fixtures, apparatus, and
controlled equipment,
Planned/initiated projects under the supervision of Foreman.
Prepared sketches showing the location of wiring and equipment, or follows
diagrams or blueprints, ensuring that concealed wiring is installed before
completion of future walls, ceilings, and flooring.
Properly wired light fixtures, electrical receptacles, switches, and low voltage
receptacles.

2009 – 2012

CONSTRUCTION WIREMAN - DELTA CORPORATION









Handling material.
Connected wires to circuit breakers, transformers, or other components
Assembled, installed, tested, and maintained electrical or electronic wiring.
Work with industry leaders including E-Light Wind &amp; Solar, Baker Electric,
and currently employed with D &amp; R Electric.
Install, maintain, and repair construction of solar panels.
Wire management of installed panels &quot;plug and play&quot; Ensure
productivity targets are met and quality of construction is achieved consistent
with the union .
Communicate daily with on-site safety coordinator providing valuable feedback
concerning the collaborative effort of my team.
Worked on a crew that installed combiner boxes, and fed DC cable to the boxes.
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EDUCATION
High School Diploma - (Southside High School - Fort Smith, AR)

SKILLS
Installing Light Fixtures, Hardware, Metering, Preparing circuits.
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